Copycat
Mark Twain once wrote:
“Many a small thing has been made large by the right kind of advertising”
Well Mark, me old mate, I have something to say about that.
Mainly this…
Things have changed a bit since your days. And, in a lot of ways, not for the better, either.
So, if I may be so bold, let me just bring your quote up to date…
“Many a potentially large thing has been made small by the wrong kind of advertising…”
Hello everyone…Happy New Year!
The first Copycat of 2008…
Late again, I know. But, for all the right reasons.
Most of all, a muchneeded Xmas & New Year break in beautiful Surinam, where I was able
to thank my body and mind in all the nicest ways, for staying fit and sharp during what was,
I think, my busiest year ever, especially Internationally.
By the way, for those of you that don’t know, I won an award last year.
Completely out of the blue, I was given a massive honour by the Russian DMA, by being
named as “The Russian Direct Marketing Association Person Of The Year”
For once in my life, I was totally gobsmacked. It was for “energising our industry in 2007” said
Mikhail Kapitinsky, board member of the Russian DMA.

That’s the award above. It’s on my shelf here now. Very heavy, I can tell you. Ideal to repel
any nasties who may try to sneak in to the office late at night, or of course, for irritating
clients…
Anyway, selfpromotion over. Sorry about that. It’s my age, you know…
Back to Copycat. This is nothing like the article that I was going to put out. That one will
have to wait until February…
You see, I was flying back from the Middle East just over a week ago, ironically putting the
finishing touches to the original article. When the girls starting serving lunch, I put the
laptop away and pulled out Open Skies Emirates inflight magazine  to read during my meal.
It’s always been a good source for me of poor or just plain bad ads that I can then share with
audiences in conferences and Masterclasses worldwide.
Ads that get created in the Middle East, seem, for some reason, to be amongst the worst
anywhere in the world.
This month was just outstandingly bad. It was page after page of stunningly poor work, so I
decided to pull a few of them together for you, so we can collectively start off the year with a
bit of a chuckle…
Mind you, it’s not at all funny when you think about it.
Because pap begets pap. And with pap seemingly becoming the rule rather than the
exception these days, people start to switch off.
Which is bad. For all of us at the coalface of contemporary communication.
Anyway, playmates, here for you to enjoy, are five full page, full colour ads, created by
people who have no idea of what they’re doing, for people who have no sense.
These ads have cost, just in media terms alone, around $13,000 each to place.
What a criminal waste…

“If the skyline is a canvas, consider this a masterpiece”
WHAT!
If ever I was going to choke at 35,000 feet this was nearly the day.
Chronically bad in every respect.

No, I can’t develop a nice logo for a real estate company out of 1024 squares.
Do you want to know something else, you buffoon?
I‘m not in the slightest bit interested, either…
Go away and leave me alone…although I suspect you won’t…

Yup, I knew it. Back again in the later pages of the magazine, with no connection to the
one before, of course. That’s too simple.
This ad is even worse than the first if that’s possible. Terrible copy, bad grammar, tense
problems and wall to wall waffle…
I hope they build property better than they create and write ads…

This, I kid you not, is a bloody COFFEE ad.…
They are coffee ARTISANS would you know. Well, blow me down with a feather.
The copy is bewildering. They actually use the word ‘confuse’. Perhaps the copywriter
was unsure what he was selling here.
Can anyone explain what the hotel company is getting out of this?

This has to be a joke, surely? If not, it’s up there in the top ten of worst ads EVER…
“Take in a new hotel smell and remember to exhale?” Are they SERIOUS?
I really invite you to look and study all aspects of this ad. It is so bad it beggars belief. If
ever you needed confirmation that our industry is in the deepest doo‑doo then look no
further.

So, there you have it. 5 ads that have cost in total, probably close to $100,000 in creative,
media and related costs, plus management time.
And they are ALL total garbage. Not one redeeming feature anywhere to be seen.
These ads will not sell. What they will do though, is damage the companies and their
brands.
And it’s difficult to be sympathetic. Anyone brainless enough to waste such vast sums of
money in creating such incredibly bad work, deserve all they get.
See you next month, when I’ll be discussing word power…and why it has never been more
valuable…yet felt less valued…
Keep the faith…

If anyone would like complete copies of any examples reviewed here, please contact Andy
direct at andyowen@aol.com
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